
AP PSYCHOLOGY RELEASED ESSAYS

Explore timing and format for the AP Psychology Exam, and review sample questions, scoring guidelines, and sample
student responses.

Students that are taking a make-up test must do so during CAT period. All essays given in class are actual
released AP Free Response Essays and given in a minute timed session in order to mirror the time allotted for
the essays on the actual AP exam. Many samples questions with answers and explanations can be found in the
official course description. It will not count towards your score, but it will help to organize your thoughts. The
extra 15 minutes they receive in the actual exam will seem excessive after the year of training. Try to keep
track of which concepts and vocabulary are still tripping you up, and go back over this material again. Course
grades are determined on a percentage basis. Some criticize it for having too much information and for being
particularly expensive, but it does cover in depth all of the theory necessary for the exam. Be familiar with
how to apply the most common principles from the field, and know how to effectively design or evaluate a
research study. To effectively master the free response section of your Psychology AP, you should have a
good understanding of what task verbs you will commonly encounter, and precisely what each is asking you to
do. Another page study guide can be found here. In addition, there are tons of study resources available online,
including many from AP teachers who have posted comprehensive outlines and study guides. Students have
two class days to hand in make-up work or take make-up test. One released AP psychology essay is given in a
minute time period following the multiple choice exam. Students are assessed daily in class by means of
verbal questioning and interactions during the lecture. You will likely need some study resources to help you
as you tackle this content. Try to include specific examples from your studying and make sure to clearly
introduce them in your writing. Step 3: Practice Multiple Choice Questions Once you have your theory down,
test it out by practicing multiple-choice questions. If you feel like you still need more help or you are not sure
that you can do it on your own, look no further. See me before school office hours for a CAT pass. The best
way to prepare for the free-response prompts is to practice them and study the scoring examples provided by
the College Board. Course credit is given to the students for participating in this process. The College Board
provides the following definitions for the most commonly encountered directives on the Psychology AP:
Identify requires that students name or point out psychological concepts as they pertain to the question. Tests
are usually returned to students the day following the administration and time is scheduled in class for each
student to review their exam, analyze their performance in each of the categories or on each of the topics, and
prepare a study guide on the material they need to review. These authentic student responses with real scoring
explanations should give you a good idea of how free-response questions are scored, and where points are
commonly lost. Students are assessed after each unit with a possible question multiple-choice test and an
essay. You can find these in most study guides or through online searches. A variable-ratio schedule of
reinforcement is utilized to encourage students to perform all the study behaviors essential to success in the
course. The essays are collected and held until the next test date. Cumulative testing eliminates the need for
intensive review sessions in April and allows more course time to explore and learn new information. Each
essay is graded according to the released rubric and the grade is entered in the grade book for course credit.
Step 5: Take another practice test As you did at the very beginning of your studying, take a practice test to
evaluate your progress. Class participation could be given here, although I do not. NOTE In order to make-up
any missed work or tests, students must have the attendance office enter an excused absence for those days
missed. All make-up work will be turned in to the proper red tray on the side work table. After school
make-up test are by appointment only. If you have time, repeat each of the steps above to incrementally
increase your score. For personalized AP tutoring, check out the CollegeVine Academic Tutoring Program ,
where students who are intimately familiar with the exam can help you ace it too, just like they did. Modeling
the Testing Environment on the AP exam: all tests are question multiple choice in a timed minute session in
order to mirror the length and timing of the actual exam in May. One high school in California has published a
wealth of study resources, chapter outlines, and vocabulary lists available here.


